AP English Language and Composition
Mrs. Lawson, NOrth, Cobb HIgh School
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Course Description

By offering and requiring critical inquiry,
practice writing in a variety of genres,
classroom and group discussions, and
intensive reading, this AP English Language
and Composition course will explore how
rhetoric impacts people. Each unit helps
students develop their own interpretations of
the theme subject: The power of the pen …
[and] the human condition. The course
culminates in students sharing their
perspectives on this theme through
argumentations that use the rhetorical
techniques learned during the semester.

Contact Information
web page — mrslawsonsclasses.weebly.com
e-mail — cathie.lawson@cobbk12.org

Students:
If you are absent,
email me to find out
what you missed and
how to catch up. Trust
me, you don’t want to
fall further behind!

Students:
Bookmark this page.
You will need to refer
to it often, especially
for due dates.

Course Overview

Grading Distribution
Categories

Percent of Semester Grade

Units 1 and 2
Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
Unit 6
Post Test and Portfolio Evaluation/Theme Analysis
EoC Assessment from State of Georgia

10%
10%
10%
15%
15%
20%
20%

Supplies
Elements of Style by Strunk and White (should have purchased already per pre-course reading
requirements)
Wide-ruled paper for FREs
Notebook to use as journal: 100 pages minimum
Pencil
Black or blue ink pens
2 pens of color other than black for editing
Highlighters: 5 colors
Post-it notes™ approx. 3x5 in.
Post-it notes™ tabs
Two books chosen for Pairings blog

Extra Help
If you need assistance with coursework outside of class, I am available after school on
Mondays, Thursdays, and Fridays. Because mornings tend to be hectic, I usually cannot assist
you before school, but you may certainly come to my room to meet with other students or to
work on assignments. Please visit the before and after school tutors frequently.
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Textbooks

Fowler, H. Ramsey and Jane E. Aaron, eds. The Little,
Brown Handbook. 9th (or 11th or 12th) ed.
Pearson, Longman, 2004. (2010, 2012).

Major Rhetorical Works

Moonwalking with Einstein: The Art and Science of
Remembering Everything by Joshua Foer
Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth, and
Happiness by Richard H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein
Physics of the Impossible: A Scientific Exploration into the World
of Phasers, Force Fields, Teleportation, & Time Travel by
Michio. Kaku
The Primal Teen: What the New Discoveries about the Teenage
Brain Tell Us about Our Kids by Barbara Strauch
Reading in the Brain by Stanishlas Dehaene
Red Queen: Sex and the Evolution of Human Nature by Matt
Ridley
Survival of the Sickest: A Medical Maverick Discovers Why We
Need Disease by Dr. Sharon Moalem
The World without Us by Alan Weisman
Thinking Fast and Slow by Daniel Kahneman
Your Inner Fish: A Journey into the 3.5-Billion-Year History of
the Human Body by Neil Shubin

Pre-course Reading Part 1 —American Author Choice:
Advertisements for Myself by Norman Mailer
America and Americans and Selected Nonfiction by John
Steinbeck
The MLA Handbook, 8th ed. The Modern Language
Anything We Love Can Be Saved by Alice Walker
Association, 2016.
A Backwards Glance: An Autobiography by E. Wharton
Black Boy by Richard Wright
Strunk, William and E.B. White. 1959. The Elements of
The Color of Water: A Black Man’s Tribute to His White
Style 4th or 50th Anniversary edition. Longman,
Mother by James McBride
2000.
The Fire Next Time by James Baldwin
The Journal of Joyce Carol Oates by Joyce Carol Oates
Letters from Earth by Mark Twain
A Moveable Feast by Ernest Hemingway
Mockingbird: A Portrait of Harper Lee by Charles Shields
On Gold Mountain by Lisa See
Opposite of Fate by Amy Tan
Palm Sunday: An Autobiographical Collage by K Vonnegut
Scott Fitzgerald by Jeffrey Meyers
Choice of specified Rhetoric for the Future books (Students
Shadow and Act by Ralph Ellison
read one book.)
Small Wonder by Barbara Kingsolver
Ethics for the New Millennium by The Dalai Lama
Something to Declare: Essays by Julia Alvarez
Five Minds for the Future by Howard Gardner
This Is the Story of a Happy Marriage by Ann Patchett
Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers in the New
What Moves at the Margin: Selected Nonfiction by Toni
Economy edited by Ehrenreich and Hochschild
Morrison
Hot, Flat, and Crowded: Why We Need a Green Revolution—and
How it Can Renew America by Thomas Friedman
Pre-course Reading Part 2 — Science Topic Choice:
The Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria
Biography of a Germ by Arno Karlen
A Whole New Mind: Moving from the Information Age to the
The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable by
Conceptual Age by Daniel Pink
Nassim Nicholas Taleb
Demon in the Freezer by Richard Preston
Pairings: Choice of paired nonfiction books
The Elegant Universe: Superstrings, Hidden Dimensions, and
the Quest for the Ultimate Theory by Brian Greene
The Souls of Black Folk by WEB Du Bois
Field Notes from a Catastrophe: Man, Nature, and Climate
Change by Elizabeth Kolbert
Transcendentalism: Essential Essays of Emerson and Thoreau by
Gulp: Adventures on the Alimentary Canal by Mary Roach
Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau
How the Hippies Saved Physics: Science, Counterculture, and
the Quantum Revival by David Kaiser
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Expectations

Supplements

The Day the Towers Fell (History Channel video)
Dropping Out (video from the series, 60 Minutes, by CBS News)
Lost in Detention (video from the series, Frontline by PBS News)
Junior Seau Had Brain Disease, Researchers Say (video from the series, Nightline, by ABC News)
Excerpts from non-fiction works
Handouts generated from the College Board’s AP English Language site
“I Have a Dream”: The Electrifying Speech that Changed the Hearts and Minds of a Bitterly Divided Nation (video of Martin
Luther King Jr.’s speech)
A Light History of the English Language (video with Professor Elliot Engel)
Periodicals such as The Atlantic, The New Yorker, Smithsonian, and Time
Released AP Exams by the College Board’s Advanced Placement Program

Course Standards
Students will be able to
✔ employ content, style, organization, and convention skills to enhance expository, analytical,
and argumentative essay forms.
✔ synthesize course content to explain how the power of writing affects, represents, describes,
and reflects, the human condition.
✔ critically read a wide-range of mostly non-fiction literature, identifying and analyzing each
author’s use of rhetorical strategies and increasing their vocabulary.
✔ write both process papers and timed essays, applying rhetorical techniques by displaying
unique voice, appropriate tone, and command of diction (including gained vocabulary) and
syntax.
✔ examine primary and secondary sources for appropriate support, citing these sources in MLA
format.
✔ converse with other writers to analyze and reflect upon their own and other writing.
✔ analyze graphic and visual media images to determine how these relate to and serve as written
text.
✔ use metacognition to improve writing and reading skills and to examine their values, opinions,
and goals.
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Classroom Behavior
1. Your individual learning and needs are important; nonetheless, recognize that you share this
class with many other students. Your actions should represent who you are and how you want
others to view you. This is a classroom, so your behavior cannot conflict with the need of all
students to learn.
2. As you enter, pick up papers on table. Then take your seat. You may talk until the bell rings.
☛ Wasting time will result in additional
homework or lack of time to discuss
information you will need for future
assignments and progress through AP
Lang’s curriculum.

3. Arrive on time. Entering after the bell is rude, so if you are late, enter without drawing
attention to yourself.
4. Use the time between classes to use the restroom. When necessary, follow these guidelines:
Do not ask to use the restroom during full class lessons and do not ask frequently. In other
words, don’t raise your hand to ask to use the restroom; come to me discretely when we are not
meeting as a full class.
5.

☛ If you talk, you will earn a zero on the test
— even if you have already turned in your
test materials..

☛ The class will lose these privileges if any
individual does not maintain this criteria.

Everyone’s opinion is important and valid. When you disagree, do so respectfully without
making your comments personal. Heated discussions should occur in this class. After all, the
course focuses on argumentation. Concentrate on the topic or the reading selection without
attacking those who views differ. Not everyone will agree with you. That fact makes learning
exciting and validates the term, argument.

6. During tests:
• Look only at your papers;
• Refrain from talking;
• Follow all directions on the board when finished with the test.
7. You may bring food and drink to class as long as you throw away your trash and behave
respectfully.
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Policies and Procedures
1. Be prepared for class. Always bring your journal and five highlighter colors. Bring a pencil for
tests. In-class essays must be in black or blue ink. You must have two ink colors when peer
editing.

☛ If you must be absent, email Mrs.
Lawson (cathie.lawson@cobbk12.org)
before 2:00 — do not wait until you
return to ask what you missed because
you will fall further behind.

☛ Many assignments are part of the
process for major assessments. Each
assignment builds towards one major
grade. If you do not complete each step,
you will earn a zero for the overall
assessment.
☛ Earning the okay will often require that
you redo a component until you have
fulfilled and understood the
requirements. (Don’t fear a redo; it’s part
of this course’s expectations.)

2. When you return from an absence: if you need handouts, find them in the folders on your
course’s “handout pick-up” table. Ask a course mate for the journal entry and notes. To receive
credit for missed work, the absence must be excused.
☛ Any absence not specifically identified as excused in the school rules is unexcused.
Therefore you must see Mrs. Lawson before your absence to ask for assignments or to take a
test. Seeing her after you return is too late, and you will earn zeroes on missed assessments.
☛ If you miss a test, FRE, or video, you must see Mrs. Lawson immediately to make it up
after school—no morning make-ups. If you fail to show up for a make-up time, you earn a
zero.
3. All assignments, including reading, are important! While you will earn few actual grades (just
as in college courses), you must do abundant work, building towards those grades. The College
Board indicates that AP courses best serve motivated students willing to undertake the course’s
rigorous curriculum.
☛ Process papers require completing many steps to create a quality end product. Therefore,
while Mrs. Lawson will only “grade” the final draft, you must complete all steps to earn
any credit for the final product/paper. If you miss due dates, you will lose points and/or
conferencing help, but as long as you complete all steps (prewriting, outlining, draft 1, peer
editing, Revising Steps 1– 5, draft 2, senior conference, additional revised drafts, Revising
Steps 6–10, and final draft) by the final draft’s due date, Mrs. Lawson will grade the final
draft. To earn a grade, all process components must be stapled in order below final draft.
☛

You must earn Mrs. Lawson’s dated “ok” on each process paper component to earn credit
for the final draft, and you must earn each okay before moving to the next step to ensure
you understand that paper’s requirements.
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☛ You will earn no credit for a final draft
that is not typed, and you will not receive
Mrs. Lawson’s okay on earlier drafts,
including draft 1, unless the drafts are
typed in MLA format.

4. All drafts of process papers must be typed in MLA format which includes following the font
choice guidelines found on the last page in the Writing Resources booklet.
☛ Reasons typing is important:
• You must use computer tools: spell and grammar check, thesaurus, etc.
• All papers have maximum page requirements; unless you type your paper, you won’t
know if you are within those parameters.
• Revising a typed draft saves time.
• Reading typed papers is easier than reading hand-written papers. It allows for quicker
and more accurate self, peer, and tutor editing. And most important: It allows Mrs.
Lawson to grade papers faster, returning them to you faster!

☛ Class web site: http://
mrslawsonsclasses.weebly.com

5. Students must check the class web site daily and will participate on a blog. Mrs. Lawson will
post help, advice, and reminders there. All papers and projects have several due and/or
meeting dates, and Mrs. Lawson will post these and other upcoming dates there.
6. No extra credit assignments are available. Bonus opportunities occur in most units.

☛ Because you must bring your journal
each class period, when journal entries
are due, you must turn these at the
beginning of the class period. No late
journal entries accepted.

7. Most class periods will begin with a ten-minute journal entry. This impromptu writing trains
your brain to think and write critically, developing and improving two important life and AP
exam skills. During the in-class journaling time, you may not do anything else: this time is
sacred and vital to your skill development. Keep all entries until the course ends.
☛ Three times during the semester, you will turn in select entries for grading: some entries
Mrs. Lawson will specify; others you will choose.. Mrs. Lawson will grade…
☞ quick thinking
☞ developing content depth
☞ demonstrating writing skills learned by entry date
☞ developing a distinctive style and voice
☞ creating a persona to match the purpose
☞ attempting a new skill, new rhetorical devices, or new strategies
☞ representing overall knowledge and skills well.
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•
☛ You must submit outlines and major
paper drafts on time.

8. Turning in assignments is your responsibility. Turn in assignments on time,
the beginning of class.
☛ Because the nature of this course requires an immense grading workload
and because the school requires much teacher paperwork, late assignments
take low priority and may result in a grade of zero, especially near semester’s
end. If you habitually turn in work late, Mrs. Lawson will stop accepting late
work from you. Mrs. Lawson won’t accept late work during the last three
weeks of the semester.
☛ You may turn in some assessments one day late, but you must understand
the following:
• You will lose 20%.
• Mrs. Lawson may not have time to grade late assignments, so you may
earn a zero.

Conferencing Help
These guidelines are not negotiable! Conferencing will dramatically help your
writing and your learning (and your grade) for a major paper. Your second drafts
must adhere to these requirements:
❏ typed in MLA format
❏ turned in on time
❏ revised using spell and grammar check (Don’t be lazy!);
❏ revised to remove Hit List words (Seniors must end a conference for sloppy selfediting)
❏ up-to-date in the writing process with all the following items okayed and
attached below the second draft:
❍ two peer-edits (If absent on a peer-editing day, ask two students from
your assigned editing group to edit.)
❍ draft one with noticeable revisions from Revising Steps 1–5 (Identify
your color for Steps 2 and 4.)
❍ outline
❍ prewriting on the bottom of the stack.
8

Curriculum
Types of Assignments and
Assessments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key to Abbreviations
Used in Unit Plans
CB = The College Board
EoS =The Elements of Style
FRE = Free Response Essay
I = Image
LBHB = The Little, Brown Handbook
MLA = MLA Handbook, 8th edition
PCA = Photocopy to annotate
PSS = Presentation Slide Show (you will take notes)
PM = Presentation Movie (Download from class web
site to view and take notes)
R&TN = Read and take notes (or highlight EoS)
Trans = Transcendentalism: Essential Essays of Emerson
and Thoreau
TRA&D = Text to read, analyze, and discuss
V = Video
WR = Writing Resources

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical reading strategies
Full class discussion
Group discussion
Group creative projects
Group reading circles
Group test-question writing
In-class journal entries
Individual creative and
imaginative projects
Note-taking
Pair blogs
Paper conferencing
Peer-editing
Portfolio evaluation
Portfolio reflections/submission
Process papers
Released FREs
Released multiple-choice tests
Research
Self-evaluations
Tests (Objective)
Theme analysis
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Formal Assessments (all formative)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical selections
❏ Daily Journal Entries
❏ Initial Essay (expository)
❏ Pretest (Released AP Multiple Choice Exam)
❏ Pretest (Released AP FRE)
❏ Test 1 (objective)
❏ Quality Writing Reveals Passion, Pluck, and
Power Infographic (using pre-course reading
American Author choice)
❏ Theme Analysis

❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge)
[all in WR]
Alliteration
Concrete Language
Abstract Language
Imagery
Denotation
Connotation
Hyperbole
Understatement
Irony
Avoiding Sarcasm
Repetition
Avoiding Tautology
Rhetorical questions
Questions: Asked & Answered;
Unanswered; Unanswerable
Effective Fragments

Unit 1: Quality Writing Reveals Passion,
Pluck, and Power
Reading Selections to Analyze (Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ “Letter to President Pierce, 1855” by Chief Seattle (TRA&D)
❏ “Speech to the Troops at Tilbury” by Queen Elizabeth I (TRA&D)
20th and 21st Century
❏ “On Dumpster Diving” by Lars Eighner
Major Work
❏ American Author Choice from pre-course reading options
Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏ The Problem We All Live With in Look Magazine by Norman Rockwell (I)
❏ A Light History of the English Language (V) [journal entry]
Reading Assignments from Which to Obtain Instruction (Knowledge and Skill)
Chie
❏ “Chapter 5 (or 7 or 6): Taking (or Forming) a Critical Perspective” in LBHB (9th ed.
fS
auth eattle
or o
“
114–133; 11th ed. 138–152; 12th ed. 144–160 [R&TN]
Pre Letter t f
sthide
th
❏ “Chapter 6, 9, or 8: Reading Arguments Critically” in LBHB (9 ed.142–156; 11 nt Pieor
18 5
ce ,
5”
ed. 176–190; 12th ed.186–198) [R&TN]
❏ Course Description from The College Board (PCA)
❏ “Critical Reading” information sheet (PCA, TRA&D)
❏ Foreword and Introduction to The Elements of Style (ix – xviii) [part of pre-course
reading]
❏ Foreword, Preface, and Introduction to MLA Handbooks (vii–xiv, 3–10)
❏ Mechanics: “Chapter 1: Elementary Rules of Usage: Sections 1–8” in EoS (1–9)
[R&TN]
❏ “Test Success” information packet including Reading Organizer (PCA, TRA&D)
Writing Skills Development
❏ Quality Writing Overview (PM)
❏ Rhetoric explained (PSS)
❏ The Power of the Pen …[and] the Human Condition
Theme (PCA)
❏ MLA Format for Works Cited (MLA 13–53)
❏ MLA Style for Parenthetical Citations (MLA 54–58)
❏ Mechanics Reference Sheets (WR)
❏ Pronoun—Antecedent Agreement Part 1
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Assessments (formative unless noted)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical selections
❏ Daily Journal Entries
❏ FRE—Pretest analysis using scoring guidelines,
sample student essays, scoring commentary,
and Q&A
❏ FRE 1 (argument: practice)
❏ FRE 1 analysis using scoring guidelines,
sample student essays, scoring commentary,
and Q&A.
❏ Final Draft of Rhetorical Connection Analysis
— process paper, scored with itemized rubric
(summative)
❏ Test 2 (objective) [Test taken after Unit 3]
❏ Theme Analysis (final assessment at course
end)
Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge)
[all in WR]
❍ Emphasis
❍ Loose sentence
❍ Periodic sentence
❍ Inversion
❍ Parallelism
❍ Cliché Avoidance
❍ Motivational appeal
❍ Epithet
❍ Autonomasia
❍ Metaphor
❍ Personification
❍ Simile
❍ Symbol

Reading Selections to
Analyze (Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ The Age of Reason excerpt by
Thomas Paine (TRA&D)
20th and 21st Century
❏ “Oppenheimer’s Speech to Los
Alamos Scientists” by J. Robert
Oppenheimer (TRA&D)
❏“The Hidden Life of Garbage” by
Heather Rogers
Major Work
❏Nonfiction summer-topic book chosen
from pre-course reading options
Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏Junior Seau Had Brain Disease, Researchers
Say (V) [journal entry]
❏ “Thanks to Modern Science…” (I) by ACLU
Reading Assignments from Which to
Obtain Instruction (Knowledge and
Skill)
❏ Coherence: “Chapter 2: Elementary Principles
of Composition: Sections 12 and 13” in EoS
(15–17) [R&TN]
❏ Concise Style: “Use the Active Voice” and
“Omit Needless Words” in EoS (18–19 and
23–24) [R&TN].
❏ Course Description excerpt (PCA)
❏ Exciting Style: “Using Fresh…” in LBHB (9th
ed. 562–563; 11th ed. 522; 12th ed. 544–545)
❏ Notes and Reading Pointers for Sharper
Insights: Transcendentalism” in Trans (4–6)
❏ Quotation Punctuation in EoS (36–37).
❏ Works Cited Details and Specific Situations in
MLA HB (102–109, 116)
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Writing Skills Development
Conventions
❏ Active voice vs. passive voice (PP, WR, EoS)
❏ Correct quotation punctuation (WR, EoS)
Style
❏ Concise Style (PSS, EoS)
❏ Impact through Point of View (PM)
❏ Quotation Lead-ins (WR)
Content
❏ Impact through Content (PM, WR)
❏ Plagiarism avoidance (MLA 6–10)
❏ Rhetorical Connections Analysis (PSS)
Organization
❏ Fluent and Coherent Organization (PM, WR).
❏ MLA Format Standards, Works Cited (MLA)
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Writing Skills Practice: Analyze
Rhetorical Connections Using pre-course
reading science topic book
❏ Prewriting and Outline (See Outlining in WR
and Process Paper Policies in syllabus pages 6
and 7, #3 and #4)
❏ Draft 1 (See Steps for Writing the First Draft
in WR)
❏ Peer Editing — Introduce Proofreading Key
(WR)
❏ Revising Steps 1 – 5 (See Revising in WR.)
❏ Draft 2 (Follow Conferencing Checklist in
syllabus packet to earn conferencing help.)
❏ Conferencing with previous AP Language
students, supervised by Mrs. Lawson
❏ Revising Steps 6 – 10 (You will lose 10% per
skipped step off Final Draft grade.)
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Assessments (All formative
unless noted)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical
selections
❏ Daily Journal Entries
❏ Final Draft of Issue Argumentation
— process paper — scored with
itemized rubric (summative)
❏ FRE 2 (rhetorical analysis: practice)
❏ FRE 2 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A
❏ FRE 3 (argument, scored with CB holistic rubric)
❏ FRE 3 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A.
❏ Pair blog (continues into next unit)
❏ Rhetoric for the Future: Mastering Critical
Thinking Group Project (Final meeting—
summative)
❏ Test 2 (objective) [Test includes Unit 2]
❏ Theme Analysis (final assessment at course end)
Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge)
[all in WR]
❍ Allusion
❍ Wit
❍ Analogy
❍ Word play
❍ Antithesis
❍ Oxymoron
❍ Values
❍ Claim
❍ Claim of fact
❍ Claim of policy
❍ Claim of value
❍ Refutation
❍ Humor
❍ Satire

Unit 3: The Pen Envisions Rhetoric for the Future
Reading Selections to Analyze (Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ “A Modest Proposal” by Jonathan Swift
❏ “Self-Reliance” by Ralph Waldo
Emerson in Trans (9)
20th and 21st Century
❏ “Should You Drink with Your Kids?”
by John Cloud, Time magazine
❏ Think… excerpt by Michael R. Le
Gault (TRA&D)
Major Work
❏ Rhetoric for the Future (See list on page 3.)
Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏ “Political Oppression” cartoon (I) by Cox and
Forkum
Reading Assignments from Which to
Obtain Instruction (Knowledge and Skill)
❏ Correct Tense: “Tense” in LBHB (9th ed. 303–310;
11th ed. 289–295; 12th ed. 311–317) [R&TN].

“Developing an Argument” article from The
College Board (TRA&D)
❏ Exciting and Emphatic Style: “Place Emphatic
Words …” in EoS (32–33) [R&TN].
❏ In-Text Citations in MLA (116–128)
❏ Syntax: “Chapter 23: Emphasizing Ideas,”
“Chapter 24: Using Coord. and Subord.,”
“Chapter 25: Using Parallelism” and “Chapter
26: Achieving Variety” in LBHB (9th ed. 404–
442; 11th ed. 378–411; 12th ed. 400–433) [R&TN]
❏ Syntax: “Express Coordinate…” and “Avoid a
Succession of Loose Sentences” in EoS (25–28)
[R&TN].
❏ Subj.–Verb Agr.: “Agreement” in LBHB (9th
ed. 318–326; 11th ed. 301–308; 12th ed.
323–330) and “The Number…” in EoS (9–
11).
❏
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Writing Skills Development
Conventions
❏ Syntax: structures, clarity, and parallel structure
(WR, LBHB and EoS)
❏ Correct Tense (LBHB)
❏ Subject–Verb Agreement (WR, LBHB, EoS)
Style
❏ Coherent Style (WR)
❏ Developing Persona (PM)
❏ Exciting and Emphatic Style (LBHB, EoS)
Content
❏ Avoiding Fallacies Part 1 (WR, PSS).
❏ Specific, Illustrative, and Unified Argumentative
Content (PM, LBHB).
❏ Illustrating with antithesis, analogy, and allusion
Organization
❏ Using Traditional, Variation, Intermittent, or
Problem–Solution scheme (WR)
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Writing Skills Practice: Argue a Stance on
an Issue Affecting the Future Using Rhetoric
for the Future book
❏ Prewriting and Outline
❏ Draft 1
❏ Peer-editing
❏ Revising Steps 1 – 5 (See Revising in WR.)
❏ Draft 2
❏ Conferencing with previous AP Language
students, supervised by Mrs. Lawson
❏ Revising Steps 6 –10 (You will lose 10% per
skipped step off Final Draft grade.)
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Assessments (All formative unless noted)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical selections
❏ Daily Journal Entries
❏ FRE 4 (argument, scored with CB holistic rubric)
❏ FRE 4 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A
❏ Final Draft of Definition-based Argument — process
paper, scored with itemized rubric (summative)
❏ Pair blog (continues into next unit)
❏ Test 3 (objective, two new passages)
❏ Theme Analysis (final assessment at course end)
❏ Defining and Differentiating Group Project

Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge)
[all in WR]
o Approving and Pejorative Terms
o Climax
o Anticlimax
o Definition by negation
o Extended definition
o Euphony
o Paradox
o Kairos

Unit 4: The Pen Defines American and Its Image
Reading Selections to Analyze
(Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ “Civil Disobedience” by Henry
David Thoreau in Trans (51)
❏ “Declaration of Sentiments and
Resolutions” by Elizabeth Cady
Stanton
20th and 21st Century
❏ “Battleground America” by
Jill Lepore, The New Yorker
❏ “I Have a Dream” by
Martin Luther King Jr.
❏ “Not Legal, Not Leaving”
by Jose Antonio Vargas, Time
magazine
Major Work
❏ Pairings: Two nonfiction books
Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏ “I Have a Dream”: The Electrifying Speech that
Changed the Hearts and Minds of a Bitterly Divided
Nation (V) [journal entry]
❏ “Last Hurrah” from Indelible Images segment in
Smithsonian by Leigh Montville (I, TRA&D)
❏ Lost in Detention (V) [journal entry]
❏ New Yorker cover (I) from November 28, 2011 by
Christoph Niemann
Reading Assignments from Which to Obtain
Instruction (Knowledge and Skill)
❏ Correct Pronoun Usage: “Case of Nouns and
Pronouns” in LBHB (9th ed. 275–283; 11th 264–271;
12th 286–293) and “Use the Proper Case of
Pronoun” in EoS (11–13) [R&TN]
❏ Course Description excerpt (PCA)
❏ Precise Style: “Put Statements…” and “Use
Definite…” in EoS (19–23) and “Chapter IV: Words
and Expressions Commonly Misused” in EoS (39–
52 — partial chapter) [R&TN]
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❏

❏

Pro.–Antec. Agr.: “Make Pronouns…,” “Pronoun
Reference,” and “Shifts” in LBHB (326–330 &
366–376; 11th ed. 307–313 & 345–354; 12th
ed. 331–335 & 367–376) [R&TN}
Writing Skills Development
Conventions
❏Pronoun Usage (WR, LBHB, EoS)
❏Pronoun–Antecedent Agreement (WR,
LBHB, EoS)
Style
❏Precise Style (PSS, EoS)
Content
❏ Pair blogging
❏Using Definition (PM)
❏Writing an Evaluative Comparison (PM)
Organization
Using Compare and Contrast Schemes (WR)
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Writing Skills Practice: Blog to a Partner
Using Pairings books
❏ Initial Posting Entry: Schedule
❏ Postings 1–5: Reflections, analyses, and responses
for book 1
❏ Posting 6: Argument for book 1
❏ Postings 7–11: Reflections, analyses, and responses
for book 2
❏ Posting 12: Argument for book 2
❏ Entry 13: Synthesis of the two books
❏ Entry 14: Evaluative comparison
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Assessments (All formative unless noted)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical selections
❏ Daily Journal Entries
❏ Final Draft of Researched Argument — process
paper, scored with itemized rubric (summative)
❏ FRE 5 (synthesized argument: practice)
❏ FRE 5 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A.
❏ FRE 8 (synthesized argument, scored with CB
holistic rubric; summative)
❏ Pair blog (continued)
❏ Midtest (Released CB multiple-choice questions)
❏ Test 4 (objective)
❏ Theme Analysis (final assessment at course end)
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Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge
[all in WR]
Syllogism
Deduction
Induction
Empirical Evidence
Anecdotal Evidence
Warrant
Authoritative Warrant
Substantive Warrant
Prolepsis
Standard English
Colloquialism
Jargon
Footnotes and Endnotes (CB article)

Unit 5: Powerful Voices Converse about College

Reading Selections to Analyze (Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ Report of the Commissioners for the University of
Virginia August 4, 1818 by Thomas Jefferson
20th and 21st Century
❏ “College Calculus” by John Cassidy, The New Yorker
❏ “College Pressures” by William Zinsser
❏ “Examsmanship and the Liberal Arts: A Study in
Educational Epistemology” by William G. Perry
Major Works
❏ Pairings continued
Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏ Dropping Out (V) [journal entry]
❏ Pricey cartoon by Dean Camp
Reading Assignments from Which to Obtain
Instruction (Knowledge and Skill)
❏ Course Description excerpt (PCA)
❏ “Footnotes and Endnotes: The Rhetoric of
Documentation,” article from The College Board
(PCA; R&TN)
❏ More Precise Style in EoS “Chapter IV: Words and
Expressions …” (53–65) [R&TN]
❏ “Preparing for the Synthesis Question: Six Moves
to Success,” article from The College Board (PCA;
R&TN)
❏ “Synthesis and the DBQ” article from The College
Board (PCA)
❏ Writing the Researched Argument (WR)
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Writing Skills Development
Conventions
❏ Avoiding misplaced and dangling modifiers (WR,
LBHB, EoS)
Content
❏ Avoiding Fallacies Part 2 (WR, PM)
❏ Evaluating Sources (PSS)
❏ Researched Arguments: Entering an Intellectual
Conversation (PSS, CB article)
❏ Using Syllogistic Logic (PSS)
Style
❏ Formal writing using Standard English, using
jargon appropriately, and avoiding colloquial
expressions (WR)
❏ Clearly Identifying Voices in the Conversation
(WR and PCA)
❏ More Precise Style — Read EoS Chapter IV (53–65).
Organization
❏ Syllogistic order (WR)
❏ MLA standards for research format (WR)
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Writing Skills Practice: Researched
Argument
❏ Prewriting 1
❏ Library
❏ Researching
❏ Prewriting 2 (notecards)
❏ Outline
❏ Draft 1
❏ Peer Editing
❏ Revising Steps 1 – 5
❏ Draft 2
❏ Conferencing with previous AP Language
students, supervised by Mrs. Lawson
❏ Revising Steps 6 – 10 (You will lose 10% per
skipped step off Final Draft grade.)
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Unit 6: The Pen Exposes What Stands in Progress’s Way

Assessments (All summative unless noted)
❏ Discussions of rhetorical selections (formative)
❏ Daily Journal Entries (formative)
❏ EOC
❏ Final Draft of Rhetorical Analysis major paper,
scored with holistic rubric
❏ FRE 6 (rhetorical analysis: CB holistic rubric)
❏ FRE 6 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A.
❏ FRE 7 (rhetorical analysis: CB holistic rubric)
❏ FRE 7 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A.
❏ FRE 8 analysis using scoring guidelines, sample
student essays, scoring commentary, and Q&A.
❏ Group creation of AP exam-like questions (project)
❏ Pair blog (synthesis and evaluative comparison)
❏ Practice AP exam multiple-choice questions
(formative)
❏ Test 5 (objective)
❏ Theme Analysis (Unit and final assessment)
Rhetorical Focus (Knowledge)
[all in WR]
❍ Ambiguity
❍ Ellipsis
❍ Euphemism
❍ Juxtaposition
❍ Pleonasm
❍ Pun/Clinch/Quibble
❍ Qualifier
❍ Reservation
❍ Sarcasm Revisited

Reading Selections to Analyze (Skill)
Pre-20th Century
❏ “Taxes on Knowledge: Reduction or Abolition of
the Newspaper Stamp Duty?” from The London
Review
❏ from Timber, or Discoveries by Ben Jonson
20th and 21st Century
❏ “Chapter V: An Approach to Style” in EoS (66–85)
❏ “The Gutless Press” by Conor Friedersdorf, The
Atlantic
❏ “Politics and the English Language” by G. Orwell
Major Work
❏ The Souls of Black Folk by W.E.B. DuBois

Viewing Selections to Analyze (Skill)
❏ The Day the Towers Fell (V) [journal entry]
❏ Time magazine cover and editor’s letters [journal
entry]
Reading Assignments from Which to Obtain
Instruction (Knowledge and Skill)
❏ “Strategies to Approach Multiple Choice Questions
in the Classroom and on the Exam,” article from
The College Board (PCA)
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Writing Skills Development
Content
❏ Writing Rhetorical Analysis (PSS)
Style
❏ Incorporating rhetorical and figurative language
terminology (PSS)
Organization
❏ Using Chronological, Reverse Chronological, or
Grouping Related Details organizational method
(WR)
l Analysis
ter: Rhetorica
Genre to Mas
Writing Skills Practice: Rhetorical Analysis
Using Souls of Black Folk
❏ Prewriting and outline
❏ Draft 1
❏ Peer Editing #1
❏ Revising Steps 1 – 5 (See Revising in WR.)
❏ Draft 2
❏ Peer Editing #2
❏ Revising Steps 6 – 10 (You will lose 10% per
skipped step off Final Draft grade.)

Course

Culmination

❤ FRE Post Test (argument)
❤ Multiple-choice Post Test (half
released AP exam)
❤ Portfolio Self-evaluation

